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Monkey BAR Installation Guide 

For easiest installation, consult a licensed professional to evaluate your walls and ceiling. Installation can be
as easy as adding 2 by 4's to your walls or ceilings and then attaching our monkey bars to the 2 by 4's. For a
more modern/ designer look, have your licensed professional evaluate the space and open the ceilings or
walls to add supports where needed for the bars. Then close up walls, add plywood, and ceiling and paint!

For your safety screws and hardware are not included and are not sold in our store. Your walls and ceiling
will determine what type of screws and locking nuts are needed to safely install the monkey bars. You will
need at least 2” thick screws and locking nuts, but we highly recommend consulting with a licensed General
Contractor to evaluate space and walls for safety for all installations.

Notes: 
The measurements of our shorty monkey bars are perfect for standard 2 by 4's wood stud placement. 
Most wall studs are generally spaced 16” apart (from the middle of one stud to the middle of the next)
We recommend spacing the monkey bars 12” to 18” apart 
Feel free to orient the bars any way you’d like, but for straight installation use a level
Most customers use lag bolts to install
When installed properly bars holds up to 250 lbs.

Shorty Monkey Bars 
19" from ends to end
16" from hole to hole
Two 3/8" diameter mounting holes on each end

Long Ninja Monkey Bars
35" from ends to end
Two 3/8" diameter mounting holes 32" apart on each end

Double the length of the shorty bar from hole to hole 
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Flat Monkey Bars
23" from ends to end
Flat mounting section: 2 3/8"
Two 3/8" diameter mounting holes 20.5" apart on each end
Install 2 by 4's to your walls and/or ceilings and then attaching our flat monkey bars to the 2 by 4's


